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Let X(t), t ~ [0, oo) be a stable subordinator defined on a probability space (~2, ~, P) and let 
at, t > 0, be a non-negative valued function. Under certain conditions on al, it is shown that there 
exists a function/3(t) such that 
lim inf (x ( t+a ' ) -X( t ) )  = 1 a.s. 
,--® ~(t) 
Also, iterated logarithm results for mint(X(t+a,)-X(t)> d) as d-~, oo are discussed. 
AMS (1980) Subject Classifications: 60F15, 60G17. 
stable subordinators * iterated logarithm laws * first crossing time process 
1. Introduction 
Let X ( : ) ,  t e [0, oo), be a stable subordinator with characteristic exponent a, 0< 
a < 1, defined on a probability space (£/, ~ ,  P). Let at, t > 0 be a non-negative 
valued function and let Y(t)  = X( t  + at) - X ( t ) ,  t > 0. Define 
where  
and 
[3( t) = O~a,~/~(log( t/  a,) + log log t) t~-~)/~ 
0,~ =(B(a) )  t l -~/~ 
B(a)  = (1 - a )a  ~/~-~ (cos(~ra/2)) ~/~-~ . 
For any given t, the characteristic function of X ( t )  is of  the form 
( !) E(eiUXt'))=exp -tlul 1-1-7/.itan(wc~/2  , 0< a < 1. 
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Observe that t-~/~X(t) and X(1) are identically distributed. Let 
P(a)=min(X(t)>a), a>O 
t 
and 
Q(d)=min(Y(t)>d), d>O. 
I 
In [2], Fristedt has established that 
liminf O,,t-l/~(log log t)(~-~)/~X(t) = 1 almost surely (a.s.). 
f--*oo 
For a more general class of subordinators, which includes stable subordinators as 
members, Fristedt and Pruitt [3] have established that there exists a function h(t) 
such that lim inft-,oo X(t)/h(t)= bo, a positive constant, a.s. They also proved that 
there exists a positive constam bl such that lim supa_,oo P(a)/f(a)= bm a.s., where 
f is the inverse of the function h. Unfortunately they could not locate the values of 
bo and b~. When X(t) is a stable subordinator, by identifying h(t) with 
O~tl/~(iog log t) ~-~)/~ and taking f ( t )  as its inverse, by routine steps one can show 
that 
P(a) 
lim sup 
~-.oo f(a) 
- 1 a .s .  
We establish in this paper, that under certain conditions on at, 
liminf Y(t)_ 1 a.s. (1) 
/3(t) 
If a, tends to a constant as t tends to co, then it is not hard to show that (1) holds. 
Hence, with no loss of generality we assume that a, tends to oo with t. 
For a standard Weiner process W(t), results similar to (1) have been obtained 
by Cs0rg6 and R6v6sz [ 1 ]. They show that under certain conditions on a,, the limit 
inferior of info~,~r_oTsupo~aT[W(t+s)-W(t)[, properly normalized, is equal 
to 1 a.s. 
Studies of the a.s. behawour of increments of subordinators have been done by 
Idawkes [5], Fristedt and Pruitt [4] and many others. In all these papers, the local 
~'ates of growth of sample functions have been discussed, wherein the length of the 
increments eventually tends to zero. In our theorems, the a.s. behaviour of the 
increments of stable subordinators i studied when the length of the increments 
tends to infinity. 
Throughout his paper, c and k (integer), with or without a suffix, stand for a 
positive constant and i.o. means ik~fihitely often. 
Nn the next section we first present a needed iemma and then obtain an iterated 
logarithm law for Y(t). In Section 3, we will discuss the behaviour of first crossi~g 
time process Q(d) = mint( Y(t)> d), as d --> co. 
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2. Law of the iterated logarithm for Y(t) 
Lemma. Let Xt be a positive stable random variable with characteristic function 
( (",., )) E(e i 'X ' )=exp- lu [  ~ 1- i - ' - i tan(~ra/2)  , 0<a<l .  
Then, as x-> O, 
P(X,  <~ x) -- 
where 
Xa/2(l--a) 
~/2~otB( a ) 
exp( -B(a )x  ~/~-I)) 
B( a ) = ( 1 - a )a  "/~ ~- '  )(cos(xra / 2)) '/~'~-' ). 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1.7 of  Mijnheer [6], we have as x-~0, 
P(X  I ~ x) "-" (2/o~ )i/2 p[  U ~ (2S(a) )  I/2x--°t/2( t-or )], 
where U is a standard normal variable. Using the fact that 
P(  U ~> y) - (2 ' t r ) - t /2y  - t  e -y2/2 as y--> oo, 
the lemma is immediate once we put 
y=(2B(a)) t /2x -*'/2~t-') in (2). 
(2) 
and 
l im inf Y(t)  = 1 a.s. 
a( t )  
Proof. Equivalently, we show that for any given e > 0, as t -> oo, 
P(Y( t )<~( l+e)~(t )  i.o.) = 1 
P(Y(t)<~(l -e)13(t)  i.o.) = 0. (4) 
First we will prove (3). Let u~ be a number such that a . ,>  1. Define a sequence 
(Uk) through uk+t = Uk + auk, k = 1, 2, . . . .  We now show that 
P(Y(uk)<~(I+e)13(Uk) i.o.) = 1. 
From the fact that X ( t )  is stable subordinator with exponent a, we have 
P( + = P(X(l)<- (1 + -~-7~ ~. (5) 
k Uuk / 
(3) 
Theorem. Let a,, t > O, be a non-decreasing function of t such that (i) 0 < a, <~ t, i > 0, 
(ii) at--> oo as t-> oo, and (iii) t-tat is non-increasing. Then 
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But 
_~/~ =0~ log Uk+loglog g/k 
tl Uk auk 
Taking x as 
( )o~-,)/,~ 
(1 + e) O~ log g/k .~. log log U k 
au k 
in the lemma, one can find a ko such that, for all k i> ko, 
P (X(1)~ 
(1 +_~)_a(.~),~ Co 
l /a  
auk ] 
au k 
{ xexp -(1 + e)'~/(=-~) log auk ' 
where Co is some positive constant. Notice that 
(l+e)'~/(~-l)=(1-e~)< 1 for some el>O. 
Hence 
( (l+e)[3(Uk)) Co (Uk+i--UR) 
o , ,  ,,,,2 Uk log Uk X Uk 
--uk 2 ~ ~ ) ) l o g  auk 
x (log g/k) (1 - el). 
Let 1 k "-- g /k /a ,k  and mk = log U k .  Note that 1 k is non-decreasing and mk "> oO as k-~oo. 
In turn one finds a k~ ~ ko such that 
17,'m~,' 
1 whenever k~kl .  (log lkmk) 1/2 
For all k I> Jt~, we therefore have 
P(X(1) ~ ,  (l+e~(Uk))~a CO (g/k+l -- g / )2uk  log g/k " (6) 
Observe that 
f ~ dt k, t log t 
oo <~ ~ (u~+,- u~) 
k = , (Uk log UR)" (7) 
From the fact that 
~k ~ dt ~ ~ 0 0  
t log t I 
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and from (5), (6) and (7) one gets 
oo 
E P(Y(UR)<~(I+e)fl(Uk)) =°°. 
k=l  
Observing that (Y(Uk)) is a sequence of mutually independent random variables 
(for. Uk+l = Uk + a.~) and by appealing to Borel-Cantelli lemma, one gets 
P(Y(u~) <~ (1 + e)~(uk) i.o.) = 1 
which establishes (3). 
We now complete the proof by showing that, for any e ~ (0, i), 
P(Y(t)<-(1-e)f l(t) i.o.) = 0. 
Let h be such thc.t a,,> e. Define a subsequence (tk)through tk+~ = tk + a,~/log log a,~, 
k = 1, 2 , . . .  and the events At and Bk as 
and 
Note that 
A, = { Y(t)<~ (1 - e)13(t)} 
inf Y(t)<~(1--e)~(tk+~)}, k= 1,2, . . . .  
lk ~ l~ lk+ i 
(A, i.o., t-->oo)C(Bk i.o., k-->oo). 
Further, define 
Ck = {X(tk + a, k) -- X ( tk+,) <~ (1 -- e)/3(tk+,)} 
and observe that 
(BR i.o., k->oo)C(Ck  i.o., k->oo). 
Hence in order to prove (4) it is enough if we show that 
P(Ck i.o.) = 0. 
We have 
and 
e(  x ( tk + a,k) - x ( tk+,) <- (1 -  e ) 
(1--e)fl(tk+,) ~, 
=P X(1)<~(a,k +tk--tk+,) '/'~] 
' ' °  - (1 -  '°-'"°. 
The fact that a,/t is non-increasing as t I' ~ implies that 
a,~+,ltk+n <~a,kltk or a,~+,/a,k<~tk+iltk. 
(8) 
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Again from the relation tk+l = tk +a,~/log log ate, ene can show that tk+~/tk -> 1 as 
k->oo. Hence for a given e~ > 0 satisfying (1 -  e)(1 + e,) ~/~ < 1, there exists a k2 such 
that 
a,~+,i a,k <~ (I + el) for all k ~> k2. 
Let (1-e)(l+e~)U"=(1-e2). Then, for k>~k2, 
( ( tk+l )(a-l)/~) P(Ck)<~ V_X(1)<~(1-e2)O~ log +iog iog tk+l 
\ \ atk+ I / 
By the above lemma, we can find a k3 (I> k2) such that for all k I> k3, 
( { (( P(Ck)<~Cl  logitk+l Og tk+l" exp- ( l -E2)  a/(a-l) log tk+l lOg tk+l ) ) ] ,  
atk+l atk+ i / / J 
where c~ is a positive constant. 
Let 
(1 - e2) "/(~-~) = (1 + e3), e3 > 0. 
Then, for all k i> k3, 
Since 
• • -a-tk+ | x -tk+i / 
(atk+,l tk+,) ('+~) ~ (a,k/ tk) ('+~3) <ark~ tk, 
we have, for all k I> ks, 
P(Ck,<~c,(log(tk lOga,k tk))-'/2(atk)\_~.k/(log tk '-('+~). 
NOW tk+~ =tk + a,k log log a,k gives a,~ = (tk+, -- tk) log log a,~. Using the fact 
that (log log a,~)/(log tk)~3/2-~O, we can find a k4 > - k3 such that, for all k>~ k4, 
P(Ck)<~c,(log(tklOgtk))-'/2(tk+,--tk) log log a,, 
atk tk (log tk) (!+~3) 
(t,~+,--tk) 1 
<~ ¢1 tk (loP, tk) (~+~/2~" 
Observe that 
and 
fk ~ dt , t(log t) (1+e3/2) 
oo tk + l -- tk 
~> ~ i)(1+e3/2) k--k4 tk+l(log tk+ 
( tk+, - tk) /  /k+,( log tk+l) ('+E3/2) "" ( Ik+, - tk) /  tk (log tk) (i+~3/2). 
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Hence 
(tk+~ - tk)/tk (log tk) (~+~3/2) < oo. 
oO 
Now one gets Y~k-~ P(Ck)< oo, which in turn establishes (8) by appealing to the 
Borel-Cantelli lemma. The proof of the theorem is complete. 
Remark. Here we highlight the interesting fact that the form_ of fl(t) changes with 
at. Observe that at=pt, O<p<l ,  gives ~(t)---O~a]/"(loglogt) ~-~)/'~, while 
at=t(logt) -p p>O gives f l(t)=O.a~/~((l+p)loglogt) ~-~)/~ and at=f ,  
O<p<l ,  gives ~(t)"-O..a~/~((1-p) log t) (~-1~/~. Thus in the factor (iog(t/at)+ 
loglog t) ~-~)/~ of fl(t), log(t/at) gets ignored when at=pt, both log(t/a:) and 
log log t contribute when at = t(log t) -~, p > 0 and log log t gets ignored when at = t p, 
0 < p < 1. Define 
x(o 
0~ti/~(2 log log t) ~-~)/~ =Z(t). 
Then by Fristedt [2] we know that lim inft..ooZ(t) = 1 a.s. Since 0 < at ~< t and at --> oo, 
it can easily be seen that lim inft..oo Z(t)  = 1 a.s. implies that lira inft_,~ Z(at) = 1 a.s. 
Thus the form of the dividing constant does not change with at unlike for the case 
of increments. 
3. Law of the iterated logarithm for Q(d) 
Recall that Q(d) = inf', (Y(t)  > d), d > 0 and that v(d) is the inverse function of 
(t). The fact that 
. . . x ( t )  
Im mrs= bo (> O) a.s. h(t) 
implies that 
P(a) 
- bj (>0)  a.s., limo_.oosup f ( a ) 
where f is the inverse function of h (see Fristedt and Pruitt [3]), leads one to 
conjecture that lira SUpd-,oo Q(d)/u(d) is a.s. a positive constant, in view of our 
theorem in the previous section. We show that such a conjecture is no longer true 
in general but depends on a,. 
When at = pt, 0<p < 1, by slightly modifying the arguments of Theorem 2 of 
Fristedt and Pruitt [3] one can show that, for any e > 0, 
P(Q(d)>-(l+e)~,(d) i.o.) = O. (9) 
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Let (p/2-e)v(d)= re(d). Observing that 
(Q(d)>~m(d))--( sup Y(t)<~d)~(X(2m(d))<~d) 
\O<~t<~m(d) 
and proceeding on the lines of proof of Lemma 5 of[3] it is possible ~o conclude that 
P(X(2m(d))<~d i.o.) = 1. 
In turn one gets 
(9) and (10) together imply that 
lim sup o(d)  [ ] a-.~o ~ is a positive constant lying in -P 1 
1.2 ~ • 
If at = t p, 0 < p < 1, one can show by proceeding again along the lines of Theorem 
2 of [3], that for any e >0, P(Q(d)> ep(d) i.o.) = 0. This indicates that for at = t p, 
0< p< 1, v(d) may no longer be a proper dividing constant in order to obtain the 
law of the iterated logarithm for Q(d). 
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